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**Abstract**

John Adam's opera *Nixon in China* (1987) opened the era of what some critics called ‘CNN operas’ — an operatic mixture of political issues and televsual representation. Since *Nixon*, various attempts to interrogate issues of world politics, power and realism on the (post)operatic stage took place: video documentary opera *Three Tales* (1998–2002) by Steve Reich and Beryl Korot, “The News” (2011) by Jacob ter Veldhuis (Jacob TV), five one-minute operas by Michel van der Aa (produced from 2010 to 2014, commissioned for the Dutch TV program *Der Wereld Draait Door*), *Aliados* (2013) by Sebastian Rivas, to mention only the few. This article attempts to give a partial overview of different operatic approaches to televsual expression and to illuminate ways of depicting documentary and news in recent opera focusing on the political figures.
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1 This article is a reworked version of my text *Televsual Opera after TV*, in: Matthias Henke und Sara Beimdieke (Hg.): Das Wohnzimmer als Loge: Von der Fernsehoper zum medialen Musiktheater, Reihe: Thurnauer Schriften zum Musiktheater, Würzburg: Königshausen und Neumann, 2016, pp. 177-193.
I would like to start this article with the 1999 song by Deborah Holland from the album **The Book of Survival**:

**EXAMPLE 1:** https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rNbyO2ezoWc

Pinochet and Margaret Thatcher having tea,
Pinochet says "Margaret thanks for having me."
Margaret says "If only I had followed your advice,
I would still rule Britannia."

Pinochet and Margaret Thatcher eating scones,
Margaret says "With you I never feel alone."
Pinochet sighs, "Margaret you're an angel
more than twice over Princess Diana."
Holland’s song draws upon the context of a 1999 televised London meeting of former British Prime Minister Baroness Margaret Thatcher and former Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet, who at that time was put under house arrest in Britain. During his informal visit to UK that started in September 1998 general Pinochet was arrested per the request of Spanish magistrates. The Spanish warrant alleges crimes against humanity committed by Pinochet’s security forces during his 1973-1990 rule. This episode lead to a lot of controversy and thus has been considered one of the strangest episodes in recent British diplomatic and legal history. Pinochet was detained at a detached house on the Wentworth estate in Surrey where he received a number of visits, including the one from his long friend Baroness Thatcher.

The day is 26th of March 1999: Baroness Thatcher meets arrested Pinochet and his wife Lucia Iriarte Pinochet at Wentworth estate. General expresses his “love and gratitude” to the iron lady while she addresses him, “I know how much we owe to you for your help during the Falklands campaign”. Gratitude for political favors is exchanged in an almost operatic manner and the grotesqueness of the event fits more the ambiance of the singing drama than of political ‘real’ world. This encounter looks like a staged performance, demanding critical thinking.

**EXAMPLE 2:** Meeting of Augusto Pinochet and Margaret Thatcher in London, March 26, 1999. AP archive recording. http://www.aparchive.com/metadata/youtube/da8b75aeb55a0395d8ae0aa11a7a59b

Thatcher’s former member of Policy Unit summed up the background behind this political alliance, saying:


The recording of the meeting is achieved with Associated Press at: http://www.aparchive.com/metadata/youtube/da8b75aeb55a0395d8ae0aa11a7a59b, Accessed: May 2, 2019.

See AP recording, Ibid.
No one except Margaret Thatcher would have risked sending the British fleet 8,000 miles into the South Atlantic to recapture the Falklands in 1982. And no one else would have risked her reputation to defend that of Augusto Pinochet, when he was arrested in Britain, 16 years later. She never made any secret of the fact that the two were connected. She felt that Britain had a debt of honour which she, at least, would repay, whatever the cost.\(^5\)

Pinochet helped the British in the Falklands War and then Thatcher returns the favor in 1999 by supporting him in order to prevent his extradition to Spain to stand trial. In an attempt to save her reputation she mentions the (disputable) democratic dimension of Pinochet’s rule. Documentary footage of the meeting itself also looks grotesque. It is a situation staged to be transmitted via television in order to explain Thatcher’s support to a fallen dictator. What was televised was an almost naive image of a friendly home visit, while in reality it was laden with strong political interests.

Deborah Holland’s simple song inspired by the Thatcher-Pinochet meeting works as a singing caricature. Both allies look grotesque in the above documentary footage in the first place: the iron lady, elegant with an emphasized authoritative pose and her lowered voice,\(^6\) and general Pinochet appears kind of purified-reinvented-showing his tender side. Precisely this grotesque dimension is what was depicted in Holland’s poetry that uses a sharp ironic edge to narrate the event and its context. In terms of the music, the song appears to be a simple pop love song that consists of several stanzas creating a romantic atmosphere while actually reenacting the dialogue between two political figures. Deborah Holland emphasizes the sweet words and tones emitted while using this love song discourse; singing/reenacting fragments of dialogues makes the pretence of characters even more prominent. This documentary material is overloaded with artificiality and, as such, it inspired even more singing: an entire opera based on Thatcher and Pinochet’s meeting, “Un opéra du temps réel” \textit{Aliados} (2010-13, composer: Sebastian Rivas, libretto: Estaban Buch, stage director: Antoine Gindt), was recently made.

\textit{Aliados} starts with the peculiar image of an empty stage on which the ‘living corpse’ of an Argentinian soldier covered with a white cloth is fighting for air. He represents one of the 323 soldiers who were killed when Argentinian military ship \textit{General Belgrano} was attacked by a British submarine during the Falklands war. In the above scene, the soldier is the cameraman who is filming the victim while documentary material from the newspaper reports/articles of these events are projected on the backdrop of the stage. We see

---


\(^6\) See, for example, this video that refers to Thatcher’s vocal changes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRQwLrpX61M, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRQwLrpX61M, Accessed: May 14th, 2019.
article titles and images of the soldiers. Suddenly the frontal screen starts to divide and while still projecting the historical images of General Belgrano, the submarine, soldiers, military scenes, our gaze is guided towards a more intimate setting — into the room in which the old and disoriented General Pinochet, sitting in a wheelchair, is cared by his aide. On the floor, the map lies like a carpet, and documentary images are still continuously projected on the back wall. The cameraman continues recording and ‘broadcasting’ in real time the details of the situations that are being performed on stage. We simultaneously witness his version of the story, which also takes place right in front of our eyes. “Lindo Barco” (beautiful boat) general repeats by singing.

As this scene focusing on Pinochet develops, the character of Margaret Thatcher and her aide join while the reenactment of the above televised real-life encounter between Thatcher and Pinochet takes place on the operatic stage. From that moment, authors ironic tools and zooming on the documentary dimension of the story is replaced by reinforcing grotesque elements of Thatcher and Pinochet’s historical meeting. The features of the two as allies are over-exaggerated, parodied to the point of caricature, which culminates in the two leaders starting to dance the tango while embracing each other. The role and position of cameraman is significant as it suggests that, in general, the perspective through which a situation is framed depends on the angle and how and when the cameraman chooses to zoom in. The encounter becomes a real singing drama while singing itself reinvents the historical meeting through its sharp critical distance emphasized through the lens of the cameraman.

However, Aliados based on Thatcher and Pinochet’s encounter is not the first time that a political-meeting-turned-media-event has inspired a contemporary opera. This is a trend that started long ago. John Adam’s Nixon in China (1987) opened the era of what some critics called ‘CNN operas’ — an operatic mixture of political issues, televisual representation and peculiar kind of realism. The issue of realism in opera is always the slippery terrain — at least because of the fact that ‘realistic’ situation stops looking as ‘reality’ once it’s being sung. Since Nixon, various kinds of attempts to unite questions of world politics, power and realism on the (post)operatic stage took place: The News (2011) by Jacob TV, The New Prince (2016) by Mohammed Fairouz and
**Fortress Europe** (2017) by Caliope Tsoupaki, to mention only the few. Thus political figures such as Richard Nixon, Henry Kissinger, Bill and Hilary Clinton, Mao Zedong, Moammar al-Qadhai, Adolf Hitler, Osama bin Laden, Donald Trump all already became opera characters, including Margaret Thatcher and Augusto Pinochet.

This article attempts to illuminate ways of depicting televisual expression (especially documentary and news) in recent opera pieces focusing on the political figures and encounters.

The context relevant for opera in the age ‘after television’ is determined by (1) the crisis of television as a medium and (2) the proliferation of contemporary opera in the age of new media. I will briefly discuss this context before investigating how and why Sebastian Rivas’s opera *Aliados*, John Adams and Peter Sellars’s ‘CNN operas’, Steve Reich and Beryl Korot’s ‘video-documentary opera *Three Tales*’, Jacob Ter Veldhuis’s ‘reality opera’ News and’ Michel van der Aa’s ‘one-minute operas’ are related to the medium of television and contemporary documentary news culture in general.

By the time the first television opera emerged — Gian Carlo Menotti’s “Amahl and the Night Visitors” (1951) — the medium of television was already well established and there were no profound doubts regarding how it operates and what it is. In contrast, according to recent research in the area of television studies, the medium is currently undergoing significant changes, and more than a few scholars are writing about its end. It has been pronounced that it is a “medium that runs the risk of becoming obsolete.” However, ‘the crisis’ is also questioned and “perhaps paradoxically, the question ‘what is television?’ has gained relevance as the medium falls into demise.”

The above mentioned operas are connected with television in various ways that question the medium of television, the medium of opera, or both. My attention is focused on what could be called ‘operatizing television’ in the age after TV. I am interested in works by the authors that build their (post)operas upon media events, and principally TV news events, questioning the aesthetics of televisual expression.
Maybe the most obvious examples to illustrate this are the operas by John Adams — *Nixon in China* (1987) and *The Death of Klinghoffer* (1991) — based on ‘news events’: Richard Nixon’s visit to China, and the murder of Leon Klinghoffer, a disabled American, executed and thrown overboard by Palestinian terrorists who hijacked the cruise ship Achille Lauro in 1985. At the time these operas appeared they were labeled ‘CNN operas’ in a somewhat pejorative manner. Peter G. Davies, *New York* magazine’s music critic, was first to use the label ‘CNN opera,’ in the 1980s. He actually used the phrase “CNN School of Opera,” “where music theater works were based on the lives of real individuals and often built around political events.”10 However, not only did these works take TV events as their basis (especially *Nixon* — news reports about Richard Nixon’s historical visit to China), the way the events are elaborated in the opera also questions the medium of television news. Opera starts to look like and to ‘behave’ as television, although it is not itself conceived for the television medium.

The ‘CNN opera’ label still produces contradictory reactions. The music critic of the *Los Angeles Times*, Mark Swed, criticized it when writing about the 2010 Los Angeles Opera premiere of *Nixon in China*: “Anyone who took a close look at *Nixon in China* discovered that it was not ‘CNN opera,’ despite the historical accuracy of the libretto: It was a boldly anti-CNN opera. Its concern was everything that they didn’t tell you on television.”11 I agree with this on the level of the events that were depicted for the libretto, since there are poetical accounts of the emotional worlds of principal characters. However, the driver of Sellars’s visual expression in his direction indeed was the televised visuality of Richard Nixon’s historical visit to China and his talks with Mao Tse-tung. The images and situations that dominated in his direction of *Nixon* were based on TV and newspapers documentary material in relation to the subject. I see his staging as not about the event itself, but about how this historic diplomatic visit was known through television and newspapers.

This staging shows that the main event was not what had really happened in China (this is probably known only to the protagonists of the visit themselves); the main event for Sellars was how television and other media represented this visit for Western society. Sellars’s staging even re-enacts some of the famous news images of the event, such as the airport pictures of the first meeting of two delegations of politicians.

**Example 3:** Excerpt from *Nixon in China* by John Adams and Peter Sellars (focus on 3’30”-5’12”). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U-qiCXNsng
What is in common to all the operas I discuss is a documentary approach to their subjects, although on a very different levels. They all deal with a documentary dimension television programs often incorporate.

**VIDEO-DOCUMENTARY OPERA**

In both of their video-documentary operas *The Cave* (1993) and *Three Tales* Steve Reich and Beryl Korot are occupied with subjects connected to the global distribution of power, whether through religion or technology. When *The Cave* is performed live with the ensemble on stage it includes video images projected on five screens distributed throughout the performance space. The piece can also be presented as a kind of opera installation including five TV screens on which videos playing the music of *The Cave* are shown.

Like *The Cave, Three Tales* is also called video-documentary opera. Although *Three Tales* can be performed live, with ensemble and the video on stage, since there is a commercially available DVD, the necessity to experience this piece live is minimized. Video conveys the sequence of events, and the singers sing along with it, over the gap between the physicality of the voice they produce and the meaning of the words that are inscribed on the video. The singers are in the opera, like the members of the ensemble, but are not ‘of the opera’; they are not opera characters, and therefore not incorporated into the ‘story’ that is being ‘told’ by the video. The voice appears between its semantic and fetishistic functions, which are both questioned: the voice sounds monstrous, which reduces its seducing fetishistic potentiality, and the meaning of the text does not need to be understood from the voice, since the sung text can be simultaneously read from the screen. By ‘monstrous’ voice I refer to the effect that ‘reworks’ the voice produced by human larynx, so that the final vocal result in this case sounds unsettling, a kind of roaring, an unhuman product. 12

There are no roles; the singing bodies of this opera function as mere generators of voice, as ‘singing machines.’ In this case, by ‘singing machines’ I refer to the remarkable fragment of the third act, *Dolly*, where Richard Dawkins’s interview fragments on machines are reworked, so that he appears absurdly repeating the word ‘machines,’ thereby almost becoming one himself. Otherwise, the whole tissue of this postopera is ‘machinized’ by Reich’s specific relationship to the voice and its transformations beyond the singing body by ‘slow-motion’ and ‘freeze-frame’ sound procedures.

**EXAMPLE 4:** Steve Reich, *Three Tales, Hindenburg*. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfCReSNwqlCQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfCReSNwqlCQ)

---

The media, technology, and political events that are the subject of Three Tales marked the twentieth century: the explosion of the zeppelin Hindenburg in New Jersey in 1937, announcing the approach of World War II (Act I, Hindenburg); the atomic explosions from 1946 to 1952 on Bikini Atoll during the Cold War (Act II, Bikini); and the cloning of the sheep Dolly in Scotland in 1997, which symbolizes technology entering the body and modifying life itself (Act III, Dolly). These events are loaded with political connotations. The authors comment on the extreme development and usage of technology during the twentieth century and criticize Western contemporary society over ethical issues. At the same time, however, Three Tales itself is made with the high-level technology reshaping the opera world, since its visuals and its music are created by complex digital procedures.

The videos used in this opera have a considerable televisual dimension. The crash of zeppelin Hindenburg was one of the first disasters to be captured in real time — on video, radio and in photographs. Korot uses the original documentary images of this catastrophe and manipulates them in the video, but the video material’s documentary dimension remains dominant. The voice that is heard speaking belongs to the radio announcer Herbert Morrison. On May 6, 1937, Morrison was supposed to report from Lakehurst about the landing of the Hindenburg airship, and his story started out as an ordinary description of the event. However, suddenly the Hindenburg bursted in flames and Morrison continued to report over that dramatic development. The recording became a classic of audio history: it combined the urgency of disaster with both emotional shock and professional reporting by Morrison. Morrison’s eyewitness audio report was later synchronized with the film footages of the disaster, to produce a televisual dimension. The poignancy of this recording attracted Reich and Korot’s attention. They used both the audio and the video in Act I, restructuring it by slow-motion sound and freeze-frame sound procedures, repeating fragments, and ‘zooming in’ to parts of particular interest.

The documentary video material used in Act II, Bikini, which includes images of natives of Bikini who are forced to move from their island because of the nuclear tests and of the American soldiers who manage the moving, has been reworked by Korot’s interventions in the video, and Reich’s interventions in the audio recordings and live singing that accompany them. Dolly, the third act, was made as a combination of fragments from video interviews. Korot and Reich depicted top-class scientists involved in questions of cloning and how technology affects the human body. They juxtapose scientific accounts of the cloning with the views of the religious experts. The way video interviews are edited is questioned by the interventions that Reich makes into the recorded speeches.
In *Three Tales* the structure of the dramatic texts is fragmentary, and the composer embeds the melody of these fragmented parts in the music structure he composed using electronic devices as an aid. Techniques of changing and deforming the vocal sphere in *Three Tales* coincide with Reich and Korot’s critique of producing the monstrous, or ‘deviating’ the human as a clone, robot, machine. *Three Tales* deals with issues of science, technology, politics, and their intersections and interrogations, and appears as a polemical case study for further discussing the issue of rethinking the human through body-voice relations in postopera.

By commenting the political distribution of power, Reich and Korot question if today, it is at all possible for the artist to act as a political individual, and if so, what the strategies and effects of that activism should be. The video-documentary opera *Three Tales* raises questions about political activism in opera. Its creators make their operatic work a field to express their acts as political individuals. They express resistance to the governing platforms of political power and disagreement with the conditions, effects, and strategies of contemporary Western civilization’s use of technology. Using the ‘monstrous’ singing voice and intervening in the recorded video interviews makes it possible to perform an opera spectacle that becomes the place for an outspoken critique of society.

**REALITY OPERA: “THE NEWS”**

Dutch composer Jacob ter Veldhuis also uses opera as a platform for social critique. He is interested in power of the televised news and he develops operatic critique of contemporary television expression in his recent music theatre piece *The News* (2012). To some extent, the way he intervenes in recorded audio materials is similar to the way Steve Reich uses speech melodies and rhythms, importing, repeating, and developing them in the instrumental environment. However, the news subjects these two artists depict, and the ways they intervene in the materials, are quite different. Reich’s approach is loaded with irony and sharp critique, and Ter Veldhuis’s view is more on the side of parody, making the grotesque caricature of the aesthetics of TV news in general.

Here is how Ter Veldhuis describes *The News* in the program notes of one of the performances:

A reality opera in which live music is synchronized with non-fiction footage from the international media, based on speech grooves. (...) The drama is constructed using broadcasts from newscasters, politicians, scientists, televangelists, athletes, movie stars and celebrities discussing a vast array of socio-political issues, from global warming to the credit crunch, as
Singers perform alongside the video, their vocal parts ‘commenting’ on it. These musical comments, musical fragments, react to the heard speech rhythm and melody, repeating, emphasizing, or deforming its documentary dimension. And what is on the video? Short excerpts of speeches of various personalities from the spheres of politics (Nicolas Sarkozy, Vladimir Putin, etc.), religion (the Dalai Lama, pope Benedict XVI), the business world, and show business (Lady Gaga), as well as some anonymous figures reporting on world conflicts (Somalia) or global warming.

**Example 5:** Donald Trump as opera character in Jacob ter Veldhuis’s (Jacob TV) opera *The News*. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jaapvr1IoC](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jaapvr1IoC)

Like TV programs that have different editions for broadcasting via different national networks, reality opera *The News* also has different editions for performing on different occasions. Its variants change from performance to performance, including different TV news events. The piece is a work in progress. Thus there is *The News Opera Edition* and *The News Piece Edition*. However, in these different versions the two singers always appear on stage accompanied by the ensemble and the accompanying television excerpts online in the same way. The vocal parts of the singers are deeply reliant on the intonation, melody, and timbre of the voices of the protagonists in the video/TV excerpts.

Ter Veldhuis’s program note appears as a kind of manifesto for contemporary TV opera. It reveals the economy of television image/sound as its inspiration: *THE NEWS is a never ending opera, constantly updated, because news is temporary and news-value never lasts long. However, instead of keeping up with the speed of overwhelming quantities of ‘daily news’, we pick footage that in our opinion has a timeless quality, rather than striving for actuality. And like journalists, I must admit, also artists are manipulating, turning news into the libretto for an opera...*

The form of the opera is that of collage. Segments follow each other in what appears to be an arbitrary order. Maybe the best way to describe what this opera looks like is to say that it resembles singing TV news. The performance is composed of a series of TV news inserts that are de-synchronized with the singing/playing ensemble on stage (Figure 4).
Ter Veldhuis calls his piece a ‘reality opera’; he finds its ‘realism’ in the connection of its singing melodies with the speech melodies from international news:

THE NEWS is a reality opera, because it is entirely based on the melody of speech from the international media. When I listen to speech, I hear rhythms and melodies all the time. By analyzing speech and translating it into musical notation, it becomes the leitmotif for the music. As a composer, I can even derive harmonies from speech, because people speak in different keys! By literally zooming in on speech from everyday life, I try to zoom in on people’s thoughts and feelings and meanings.\textsuperscript{15}

When \textit{The News} is compared with how Steve Reich treats voices in \textit{Three Tales}, what is obvious is that Reich sometimes makes the voices sound ‘monstrous,’ as though they were not produced by the human body, by using slow-motion sound and freeze-frame sound procedures. That is not the case with \textit{The News}. The vocal sphere of is composed in two ‘layers.’ First, the voices that originally exist on the video are changed — vocal lines are repeated various times quickly, ‘percussionized,’ and affected by different montages of the sound heard in the excerpts. Second, the vocal lines of the two singers emphasize, exaggerate, imitate, and basically go ‘beyond’ the voices from the documentary excerpts. This way, the ‘vocal realism’ of the existent video excerpts is changed both by manipulation of the excerpt, and by the commentary on it by the two vocal lines on stage.

Unlike the vocal sphere of \textit{Three Tales}, which is ‘monsterized,’ in \textit{The News} the vocal sphere becomes ‘pop’ in a kind of sensationalist and trivialized manner. Having in mind the fact that the excerpts selected show the sensationalization of media culture and everyday life, the vocal commentary in \textit{The News} makes this culture even more sensational. Ter Veldhuis insists on the grotesque dimension of the audiovisual material. He brilliantly depicts the most trivial or absurd part of the news, and further uses it for loops of melodized repetition. In contrast, Reich’s way of representing and commenting on the speakers whose attitudes he finds to be problematic — especially in Act III, Dolly (the scientists and religious experts interviewed) — is based on ‘zooming in’ their...
voices by slowing them down, freezing them, or mechanically repeating what they say. He criticizes the scientist by confronting their views with religious views. I don’t find humor in his acts; instead, some serious irony is present. And maybe it is this ironic impulse that led him to make the scientists sound like singing machines in Three Tales. Jacob ter Veldhuis makes some of the protagonists of the depicted TV images sound ridiculous; his approach is often full of humor. He exaggerates the protagonists’ vocal abilities, making them sound over-produced: they become singing caricatures.

**SINGING CARICATURES: ONE-MINUTE OPERAS**

Singing caricatures are also a field of interest for Dutch composer and director Michel van der Aa. His operatic caricatures are also full of criticism of media, power, and society, but are realized in quite a different manner than Veldhuis’s. In 2010 one of the most popular Dutch television talk shows, De Wereld Draait Door (The World Keeps Turning) by public broadcaster VARA, TV Channel NPO 1, started commissioning one-minute operas to be performed live in their program. The cycle started on September 22, 2010 with the piece De Formatie by Micha Hamel, which is about the formation of the cabinet in 2010 by Dutch politicians Mark Rutte, Maxime Verhagen, Geert Wilders, and Job Cohen. Judging by this first work in the cycle, it was clear what the producers of the series wanted — short operatic commentary about actual political and media events. The next one-minute opera extended the scope from the Dutch political scene to that of international media events. This was a piece by Michel van der Aa inspired by tragedy of Chilean miners and media coverage of that event (With my Ear to the Ground, October 13, 2010). After creating several larger opera works — One (2002), After Life (2005–2006), music theatre for actor, ensemble and film The Book of Disquiet (2008), film opera Sunken Garden (2011–2012) — Van der Aa accomplished the tour de force of composing, filming, editing, and rehearsing an opera of about minute in duration all in one day, with the pieces commissioned by VARA With My Ear to the Ground (2010),16 Van het Vergeten (Of the Forgotten, 2010),17 Villem Holleeder (2012),18 God, Vaderland en Oranje (God, Homeland and Oranje, 2012),19 “Vlucht MH370” (Flight MH 370, 2014).20 The libretti of all of them are in Dutch. The subjects depicted are public events that attracted strong media attention, either internationally or on the national level.

Both the Chilean mining disaster and the disappearance of flight MH 370 turned out to be not only catastrophes, and later media events, but also events that started to mirror the political powers of the different parties involved. In both cases the unusual circumstances that surrounded the events and the

---

16 Scored for mezzosoprano (Tania Kross), actor (Thom Hoffman), positive organ (Jeroen Bal); composition, film: Michel van der Aa, libretto: Nico Dijkshoorn.
17 Libretto: Adriaan van Dis; composition, film: Michel van der Aa; design: Maarten Cornet.
18 Text: Tommy Wieringa; music: Michel van der Aa; performers: Tiemo Wang and vocalists VocaalLAB.
20 Libretto: Beatrice de Graaf; baritone: Martijn Sanders; soprano: Nora Fischer; string quartet: Het Dudok Kwartet; double bass: Marijn van Prooijen; music: Michel van der Aa.
wide scope of catastrophe provoked widespread speculation and a questioning of power positions on the national but also the global level. Those events were largely covered in the media, and television played a prominent role in them.

For example, the final operation to rescue Chilean miners was followed by thousands on an international television broadcast. Thirty-three miners were trapped seven hundred meters below the ground in an accident, and were only rescued after sixty-nine days. The media also followed the personal stories of some of the protagonists in the catastrophe. From the libretto it seems that Van der Aa aimed his criticism precisely at this dimension of the media event:

**WOMAN**
With my ear to the ground. As if I could hear you.
I've made your favorite dish.
Will you kiss me later? With the cameras present?

**MAN**
I have to go up.
To where the light is.

The man, the last one to be rescued, sings about how he has to go up where the light is, while at the same time the woman sings about their reunion. Both the man and the woman are singing simultaneously. However, he sings from the screen, pre-recorded, while she sings with him live in the TV studio (Figure 3). Thus, the operatic situation is obtained, as in Van der Aa’s opera “One”, from the simultaneous performing of the screen and live singers. The woman's question “With the cameras present?” finishes her line, and this seems to be the most prominent line in the libretto. It calls for discussion in relation to how the media change events and their aura. An intimate kiss stops being just that when it is transmitted worldwide. Trivialization and sensationalism are the focus here; the wife of the tragically trapped miner appears as tabloid figure. Raising the discussion of this one-minute opera to another level, I wonder if this whole piece is a simulation of tabloid principles. The artist’s consciousness of it is contained in the woman's question about “cameras present.” The need to play with the sensationalist side of television journalism is highlighted.
In the one-minute opera “Flight MH 370” librettist Beatrice de Graaf imagines a rather transcendent conversation between the female flight controller and the male pilot of flight MH 370. The controller, appearing to be concerned, sings live in the TV studio with headphones on her ears asking the pilot why the flight is heading westwards, off course. While she sings, we see the cockpit and radar equipment on the screen behind her. She twice asks: “Are you there?” (“Ben je daar?”). Then we see on the screen the singing character of the pilot, who responds from the cockpit.

In Van der Aa’s opera the pilot responds to the controller’s question by singing “All right, goodnight,” and the piece finishes. The controller’s unanswered question stays in the air, and captures the grimy atmosphere of this mystery catastrophe, which remains unresolved. The Mayday Air Crash Investigation television program is the striking reference here. The one-minute opera performed in the television studio live presents itself as singing re-enactment of a popular television documentary about airplane crashes that also uses re-enactments of aviation industry situations. This double re-enactment, self-referentiality, is also one of the features that characterizes ‘television opera after TV’.

Van der Aa’s three other one-minute operas illuminate issues in relation to Dutch society. These three pieces might be called ‘national one-minute TV operas.’ In contrast to the two operas previously discussed, in these pieces the figures of very different leaders are examined. One needs to be informed about the nature and impact of these events in Dutch society in order to get the layers of meaning embedded in those short but dense one-minute operas.

In 2012 Queen Beatrix had suffered a debilitation of her political power; the Dutch parliament revoked the advisory role the queen used to have in the formation of a new cabinet. Van der Aa’s opera takes as its formal frame the queen’s Christmas address, and embeds some irony in it. The figure of the queen appears on the screen in the studio and live singing in the studio at the same time. The two queen figures — in the studio and on the video — are played by the same person, they are dressed in the same way, and the merging of the projected image and the scenography in the studio gives
the illusion that they are sitting at the same table (Figure 5). This appears as a reference to Van der Aa’s opera One, in which he strongly problematized issues of the singing body on stage and on the screen, and the ways in which the voice and the body are upgraded by technology.21

Felix Rottenberg’s libretto for this one-minute opera, makes it clear that his intention was to critically outline the issue of Queen’s power:

\begin{quote}
God, Fatherland and Oranje22
Real contact originates in deeds and words.
Grandmother and mother have told me that on us God’s wisdom was bestowed.
It is insane that I have been put aside
and am no longer allowed to open the black box
Who doesn’t engage in dialogue excludes himself.
\end{quote}

The first verse of the libretto is a quote from Queen Beatrix’s 2009 speech. According to Frits van der Waa, the third verse is a double-entendre on the biblical ‘God-given wisdom,’ and the last verse is again a quotation from the 2009 speech, used as a hint that the politicians exclude themselves by not wanting to deal with the Queen anymore.23 Opera in this case appears as a platform for sung ‘loaded portraits’ that, like a kind of singing caricature, show features of their subjects in a simplified or exaggerated way. Thus, Queen Beatrix is represented in a classic outfit, with her typical hairstyle, with romantic landscapes in the background that usually suggest the arousal of ‘homeland’ feelings. Her figure appears divided, between stage and screen, but also between a charismatic leader of a modern and prosperous nation and a monarchy protagonist who is supposed to defend conservative values.

In case of the figures of ‘problematic’ leaders — Holleeder and Wilders — Van der Aa depicts quite different personalities. The character of Holleeder is shown with his motorbike on the stage of the TV studio: the hero in black, with several girls and a man around him (forming a choir; Figure 6). Toward the end of the one-minute piece his live presence on the bike is juxtaposed by the video of him on his speedy vehicle on screen. He sings about himself as a strong and brave man. Holeeder appears as a typical macho figure.

---

21 For more details about Van der Aa’s One see: Novak, Postopera.
22 The Dutch royal line is the House of Orange.
23 The translation in English and comments that reveal the context of libretto were provided by Amsterdam-based musicologist, translator, and music critic Frits van der Waa for the purpose of this article.

Right wing politician Geert Wilders’ character, however, is in bed; he sings live in his pajamas and is shown constantly falling asleep and being awakened by his mobile phone, whose text message alarm sound actually outlines the structure of the piece (Figure 7). The character’s lines disclose his political incorrectness. The opera ends with a ‘unison’ of the character in the TV studio and one that appears on the screen of the mobile phone, singing “Power off.” I read this “power off” as a fragment with a double meaning. Its obvious meaning relates indeed to the mobile phone use depicted on screen. But “power off” could also be read as a call to take the power from the right-wing leader, to shut down his power.

Van der Aa’s approach to the critique of society through operatic public space is sharp and efficient. He makes operatic representations of picturesque media events using an effective combination of live performance and video, thus simulating particular news events transmitted by television, re-using them in the context of one-minute operas performed and broadcast live in a television studio.

CONCLUSION

Comparing approaches to operatizing televisual documentary expression by various authors — Sebastian Rivas, John Adams/Peter Sellars, Steve Reich/Beryl Korot, Jacob Ter Veldhuis, and Michel van der Aa — an interesting spectrum of strategies appears. All the examples are loaded with critique of both the video and audio representation of TV news events. Reich and Korot’s approach is highly ironic and critical towards Western society and its use of technology; their standpoint is a satirical one. Rivas’s, Sellars’s and Ter Veldhuis’s approaches are more like parody. They laugh at television, to the objects of its reporting, to political figures, and to all of us who watch it. They make television’s

**Fig. 8** Michel van der Aa, one-minute opera *Holleeder* (2012), commissioned by the TV program *De Werelt Draait Door*, video still.

**Fig. 9** Michel van der Aa, one minute opera *On the Forgotten* (2014), commissioned by the TV program *De Werelt Draait Door*, video still.
expression look silly, sung in the opera, but at the same time their laugh is not a happy one, it is rather melancholic. Finally, Van der Aa is critical of the TV news issues he depicts while at the same time he reinvents televisual expression through operatic ‘machine’ and re-uses it in context of television. All these examples contribute to a broadening of the context of televisual opera: opera that considers television operatic.